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Third grade math lessons are arranged in such a way that students can learn math while playing the third grade
math games. Keeping in mind the mental level of child in 3rd grade, every efforts has been made to introduce
new concepts in a simple language, so that the child understands them easily. The difficulty level of the
problems has been reduced and mathematical concepts have been explained in the simplest possible way. Each
topic contains a large number of examples to understand the applications of concepts. If student follow
math-only-math they can improve their knowledge by practicing third grade math worksheets which will help
you to score in 3rd grade math test. Formation of Four-Digit Numbers: Finding smallest and largest 4-digit
numbers; showing 4-digit numbers on the abacus; place value of 4-digit numbers; writing 4-digit numbers in
numerals, in words and in the expanded form. Learn what are the numbers comes under 4-digit numbers;
representing 4-digit numbers on the abacus. Four-digit Numbers in Numerals and Words: Learn how to write
the 4-digit numbers in numerals using commas; writing 4-digit numbers in words and expanded form of a
4-digit numbers. International and Roman Numerals: We know how to write English or International numbers
of one, two, three and four digits upto Under this section we cover expressing numbers in Roman and in
English numerals. Conversion of Roman Numerals to Numbers: Learn how to express Roman numerals to
English numerals. Compare one-digit numbers; arrange one-digit numbers; compare two-digit numbers;
arrange two-digit numbers; compare three-digit numbers; arrange three-digit numbers; compare four-digit
numbers; arrange four-digit numbers; Comparison of One-digit Numbers: Learn how to compare using
symbols greater than: Comparison of Two-digit Numbers: Learn how to compare using signs greater than:
Comparison of Three-digit Numbers: Learn how to compare the numbers using symbols or signs greater than:
Comparison of Four-digit Numbers: Learn how to compare any 4-digit numbers using symbols or signs
greater than: Learn how to compare the numbers using symbols to find the greater number and the smaller
number. Face value and place value: Learn how each digit in a number has a face value and a place value and
their difference. Finding and Writing the Place Value: Learn the process to identify, find and write the place
value of the digits in the number.
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When we divide, we get an answer of 9. We want to round it to the nearest cent, which is the hundredths place
after the decimal. We see that that number is already a 9, and a 6 after it means round up. Carly is making a
dress. She needs 1 yard of yellow fabric, 1. How much will she spend in all if she buys just enough fabric to
make her dress? Ignore tax in your calculations. Click Next Step for the first part of the solution. In order to
figure out how much each piece of fabric costs, we need to multiply the price by the amount she needs to get a
total. Now, we have three money amounts one for each color fabric that we can now add together to get a total
amount that Carly will spend. We know that we have to add these amounts together, like this: John is planning
to carpet three rooms in his house. One room is 15 by 12 feet, one room is 17 by 14 feet, and the last room is
10 by 12 feet. John has square feet of carpeting already. How much more carpeting does he need in order to
carpet all three rooms? First, you have to figure out how many square feet he has to carpet overall. That means
we need to figure out the area of each room, and add those together. We multiply the dimensions together as
follows: This is the total amount John will need. However, the problem said that he already has ft2 of carpet,
so we need to figure out how much more he needs. Therefore, we need to subtract from , and we get ft2
leftover. This is how much more carpeting John will need to finish off his three rooms. They live in Illinois,
and have figured out that the trip is 1, miles from their house to the hotel in Florida. They get 28 miles per
gallon of gas, and plan on travelling at an average rate of 60 miles per hour. You would round the answer to
First, you would divide the total number of miles 1, by the amount of miles they get per gallon of gas 28 ; this
gives you 41 gallonsâ€”the total amount needed for the trip. This is the amount they should save for gas going
one way.
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It is not all that tough. My study was divided into 2 parts â€” Algebra of complex numbers and Geometrical
interpretation. What you have to focus on here, is the properties of iota, its powers. Addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division of complex numbers. The concept of conjugate, modulus, argument â€” and their
properties. Many questions, especially series type are asked here. Modulus based and argument based â€”
locus. Questions here are on the basic of whether circle, straight line, ellipse, hyperbola, ray, which segment of
circle, equation, etc. These cases would but naturally be covered in either your class notes or module you are
referring to. Also, you must remember certain results if 3 points z1, z2, z3 are vertices of an equilateral
triangle. Dealing with these 2 conics in complex!! Moreover, they are a bit similar to 2-D. Here, you deal
ONLY with basics. Equation, how to find out certain things from the equation, what all locus you know that
represents the equation, complex and real slope, etc. Well, my class notes provided me with all the study
material necessary to cover this topic. I had all the theory at hand. Also, my teacher made me do some really
good questions on the series part, which are quite important, when it gets down to nth Complex roots of unity.
If by chance, you are able to get the hang of it by yourself, or are made to cover it in class theory part or even
questions also, but it is not tested alongside â€” Please do it alongside! Life will become a lot more easier for
you, than it would become otherwise. Doing it in continuity will be better, and will save time. You might not
be able to devote that much proper time in class Even though I just saw the revision one. I had to get some
concepts cleared in solving. And it is really helpful. He has covered it really well. And he explains everything
â€” how to solve, how to go about it, everything! I also solved A Das Gupta and 34 Years. Especially, even
though I could solve geometrical part, I was always apprehensive. I made class notes for this chapter. Writing
important tricks I felt, the way I solved, the points I wanted to remember, etc. Also, I kept on revising the
tricks in module, which made me more aware of the tricks hidden in questions. Use it as a handy tool! They
are extremely important. Rather, they would be available in any good book also. Ask your parents, or anybody
to keep on asking you these and other formulae in this chapter, like locus based, equations in conics part here.
Keep on revising, and maintain a formulae list!
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Both friends are having a great experience. But only Nathan is having a mathematical experience at the same
time. Other children see, perhaps, a brown, a black, and a dappled horse. Nathan sees the same colors, but also
sees a quantity-three horses. The difference is probably this: When Does Number Learning Begin? When do
children first become able to notice numbers? And, how important is it to notice and talk about them? Picture
a 6-month-old child looking at three drawings. They show two dots, one dot, and three dots. The infant hears
three drumbeats, and her eyes move to the picture with three dots. Infants are sensitive to quantity! Does that
mean they "know" numbers? Probably only at an intuitive level. But the beginnings of understanding numbers
are there. Sensitize Children to Numbers Building on those beginnings is important. Every time you name a
number, such as noticing, "Oh! I dropped three of the crayons," you sensitize children to numbers and teach a
number word and its connection to a specific quantity. However, if you do it consistently, you are doing much
more. You are encouraging children to think of the world in terms of, and to spontaneously recognize,
numbers. That is a gift that keeps on giving, because children can then create hundreds, or thousands, of
mathematical experiences for themselves. Explore Groupings Teachers need to be alert to naming small
groups of objects and people whenever it is appropriate. Are you going to draw four mommy horses? Unless
they are arranged in certain ways, such as on a dice, the limit is usually four to six. So, is recognition of
numbers an early skill that fades away when real learning of numbers starts? The answer is no, for the
following reasons: Recognition of numbers supports the development of other number skills, such as counting.
For example, one of the most important ideas about counting that many children do not develop is this: The
last counting word tells how many. Children will count three objects, but then, when asked how many, will
re-count. But if they recognize groups of one, two, and three, then when they count out one, they see they have
one, when they count out two, they see they have two, and when they finish and count three they see three.
They relate it to what they already know, and so the counting is more meaningful. Recognition of numbers
develops into more sophisticated abilities. The most obvious one is subitizing, or instantly seeing how many.
From a Latin word meaning suddenly, subitizing is the direct and immediate recognition of the number of a
group. If someone shows you four fingers for only an instant, you recognize how many fingers they are
holding up without counting. And that fast recognition is important. For example, subitizing will later help
children with adding. The trouble is that their memory of the three and four on one hand, and the seven on the
other, is too far away for the child to make a connection. But if a child subitizes the four, she is more likely to
count on, starting with four, then five, six, and seven. So, be sure to notice and name numbers. Talk about how
many objects appear in small groups everywhere around you.
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Students will be able to identify and write numbers one to ten. Introduction 10 minutes Have the students
come together as a group. To motivate the students, begin by saying, "Today, we will be learning about
numbers. Raise your hand if you know a number. This taps into their prior knowledge. Write down the
numbers that are shared on the board. Say, "I will share with you a poem by Mother Goose that uses all the
numbers from one to ten. Have the students recite the poem after you. Place 10 magnetic shapes to the right of
the circle. Explain to the students that there are no items in the circle. Nothing there represents the number
zero. Zero represents nothing at all. Move one magnetic shape into the circle, then write the number 1 above
the circle. Have the students repeat, "one. Erase the 1 and write 2. Have the students repeat, "one, two. Use
your index finger to count all 10 magnetic shapes in the circle. Each student should have a piece of
construction paper and glue. Each student should have 55 beads, buttons, or foam shapes. Model the upcoming
activity on the whiteboard using magnetic shapes. Make a list on the board: Have the students copy you as you
place the correct amount of items next to each number. Each asterisk represents a bead, button, or foam shape.
Read the instructions for section one. Allow the students a few minutes to complete section one. Read the
instructions for section two. Allow the students a few minutes to complete section two. Read the instructions
for section three. Allow the students a few minutes to complete section three. Collect the worksheets for
grading. Give above level students the entire set of ten worksheets from Know Your Numbers 1 to Allow
them to complete these at their own pace. Have struggling students complete the Number 1 Tracing worksheet
during Independent Working Time for extra practice. Assessment 10 minutes Conduct mini-conferences with
the students individually at your desk. Give them each a random amount of objects and ask them to use their
index finger to count the items aloud. Review and closing Have the students come together on the floor in a
circle in groups of Assign a student to start and assign another student to end. Have the students count off 1 to
10 in each group. Numbers 0 to 10 Level 1 Guided Lessons are a sequence of interactive digital games,
worksheets, and other activities that guide learners through different concepts and skills. They keep track of
your progress and help you study smarter, step by step. Guided Lessons are digital games and exercises that
keep track of your progress and help you study smarter, step by step. In this first guided lesson on numbers 0
to 10, kids will be taught rote count sequence and numeral recognition. The lesson has been designed to
introduce numbers in a scaffolded way, by first starting with a slow-paced numeral recognition exercise and
progressing to a faster pace as the lesson continues. This technique helps build a stronger foundation of math
skills. This lesson includes printable activities: Download all 5 Song: Speed Counting 1 to 10 Game: Numbers
Ice Cream Attack Story:
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From studies, career, daily chores to relationships, everything is related to numbers. Therefore Mathematics
proves to be an essential subject for students. Even though numbers can be scary sometimes, but if learned
properly and with fun, they can be pretty amazing and cool. Not very logical thing for this logic subject! The
Popular number of all Well if math would be a high school, number 7 would be the most popular number of
all. The Crazy Multiplications in Maths Few interesting things about math is how crazy it gets with its
function. For instance if you multiply ,, by ,, , this becomes equal to 12,,,,, The numbers seem like going in the
same way over and over again. Most Important equation of maths If you have to come up with the most
exquisite piece in Maths, then use this equation which has five most important numbers of Maths in it. Seems
like a love to mathematicians. Is it Math or Mathematics? This debate is going on for a long time now. But
then there are people who call it Maths but we are not covering that part. The dreadfully long Division
Another crazy application of Math comes in when number 1 is divided by The answer would give you a
complete sequence from to in order. Go ahead and try it and be ready to waste a one wholeâ€¦notebook!? Zero
is not there in Roman Numerals Did you know that one of the most important numbers, Zero is not
represented in the Roman numerals. Pi is therefore not a fraction and this makes it irrational number which
neither repeats nor does it end when written as a decimal. The Magic Number If you believe in magic then
mathematics does it too. Number 9 is believed to be a magic number. It is because if you multiply a number
with 9, add all digits to resulting number, the sum would always come out to be 9. We dare you try this!! This
is hard for people to mentally categorize and therefore they take longer to decide. Calculus means Pebbles in
Greek The famous Greek mathematician, Pythagoras, used to have small rocks to signify numbers while
working on mathematical equations. This led to origin of word Calculus which means pebbles in Greek.
Interesting enough to enjoy little math with Pizza!!
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The questions and tips that follow will help you understand what math awareness and skills your child should
have â€” and how you can support his development. Is your child developing age-appropriate numbers and
counting skills? Review the following list of milestones and note how your child is doing in each area. Is
aware of â€” and curious about â€” how numbers and counting apply to his life and the world around him. Can
correctly count at least five objects. Can add and subtract small numbers of familiar objects. How many do we
have all together? Can count from one to ten in the correct order. Encouraging numbers and counting skills at
home Now that you are aware of some of the basic math skills and concepts your preschooler should have,
you can reinforce and build upon these skills. There are many ways you and your child can play with numbers
and counting throughout the day. Here are some ideas to get you started: Show your child how numbers and
counting apply to everyday life. Use number words, point out numbers, and involve your child in counting
activities as you go through your day. Have your child help you measure ingredients for a recipe by measuring
and counting the number of cups or spoonfuls. Talk about how things or amounts are more, less, bigger and
smaller, and be sure to praise his efforts and his progress in math awareness. Collect a variety of materials
your child can use for hands-on counting. Old keys, plastic bottle caps, and buttons all work well. Collect
them in a bag or jar and pick a time to count and re-count them again and again. For added fun, offer guesses
at the total number of items and see who comes the closest. Read, tell stories, sing songs, and recite poems that
include numbers and counting. Try to include books in which characters come and go as the story progresses.
If your child has a regular babysitter or daycare provider, be sure to pass these tips along to the caregiver.
Promoting number and counting skills at preschool The preschool classroom is filled with opportunities to
learn and practice number and counting skills. Find out what early math skills your child will need to master in
ensure a smooth start of the kindergarten year Look at the work and projects your child brings home from
school. Look for numbers and counting themes and elements and discuss them together. Encourage your child
to talk about school and whether she finds numbers and counting interesting or difficult. However, you may
want to seek help if your child: Has difficulty with simple counting. Dislikes and avoids activities and games
that involve numbers and counting. Read it a new way: Ask the child questions about what they think will
happen next and encourage them to tell you what they see in the illustrations.
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Voice-over by David Krumholtz We all use math every day. To predict weatherâ€¦to tell timeâ€¦to handle
money. Math is more than formulas and equations. Season 1 [ edit ] Main article: List of Numbers episodes
season 1 The first season run of the show aired between January 23, , and May 13, , at Season One was a
half-season, producing only 13 episodes. Season 2 â€”06 [ edit ] Main article: List of Numbers episodes
season 2 The second season run of the show aired between September 23, , and May 19, , again at Megan
Reeves and Colby Granger. Charlie is challenged on one of his long-standing pieces of mathematical work and
also starts work on a new theory, Cognitive Emergence Theory. Larry sells his home and assumes a nomadic
lifestyle, while he becomes romantically involved with Megan. Amita receives an offer for an assistant
professor position at Harvard University , but is plagued by doubt as her relationship with Charlie is
challenged and her career is in upheaval. Alan begins work and dating again, although he struggles with the
loss of his wife, and both he and Charlie dream of her. Season 3 â€”07 [ edit ] Main article: List of Numbers
episodes season 3 Numb3rs was renewed for a third season, [2] which began airing at Amita has troubles
adjusting in her new role as a CalSci professor, and Larry announces his leave of absence â€”he will be on the
International Space Station for six months, which greatly distresses Charlie. Charlie and his colleagues are
troubled by Dr. Meanwhile, Don dates Agent Liz Warner and questions his ethics and self-worth , and
receives counseling. The finale wraps up with a revelation that Colby was actually a double agent for the
Chinese. Season 4 â€”08 [ edit ] Main article: List of Numbers episodes season 4 The season premiere aired
on September 28, , in the same time slot as in previous seasons, As this season starts, Colby Granger escapes
from jail, and is revealed to be a triple agent. He then rejoins the team. Due to her work at the D. Don and
Robin then continue their relationship. Charlie attends FBI training camp because he has been working with
Don for several years and wants to better understand what his brother does. In the season finale, Megan leaves
the team to move back to Washington, D. This causes Charlie to send information to scientists in Pakistan. He
is subsequently arrested and has his security clearance revoked, so he can no longer help Don on cases. At the
end of the episode, Don drives away to another case and Charlie admits that giving up FBI work will be harder
than he expected. Season 5 â€”09 [ edit ] Main article: List of Numbers episodes season 5 The fifth season
premiered on October 3, , and the season finale aired on May 15, The season premiere was moved back one
week to accommodate the presidential debates. Don begins to explore Judaism. Robin is offered a promotion
but turns it down. Buck Winters from the episodes, "Spree" and " Two Daughters " breaks out of prison and
comes after Don. Toward the end of the season, Don is stabbed, and Charlie blames himself for it. Amita is
kidnapped, and the team races to find her. After she is rescued, Charlie proposes to Amita. Her response is left
unidentified. Notes about Season Five: List of Numbers episodes season 6 The sixth and final season
premiered Friday, September 25, , at The season starts with the engagement of Charlie and Amita. Soon after,
Larry turns down an opportunity to meet with mathematicians at CERN , in Geneva , and drops his course
load for the following semester. This leads Charlie to realize Larry is once again leaving, and leaving all of his
work to Charlie. Don learns that his former mentor is crooked, causing Don angst when he has to shoot his
mentor. Charlie and Don learn that Alan has lost a substantial amount of money in his k. After some delay,
Larry leaves Los Angeles , only to find a vacant piece of land for sale within driving distance of the city. Alan
decides to return to work and finds a job as a software technical consultant. David asks Don for advice about
career paths within the FBI. They get married before their move to England to teach at the University of
Cambridge. Don loses his gun, recovers it after it is used in some vigilante murders, and gets engaged to
Robin. He also decides to leave the team, taking an administrative position within the FBI. Before leaving,
Charlie and Amita decide that the family garage should be converted to a guest house so Alan can continue
living with them.
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When negative signs and parentheses collide, it can get pretty ugly. However, the principle is simple: A
negative sign outside parentheses is distributed across the parentheses. Remainders A remainder is the integer
left over after one number has been divided by another. In other words, the remainder is 2. Divisibility Integer
x is said to be divisible by integer y when x divided by y yields a remainder of zero. The GRE sometimes tests
whether you can determine if one number is divisible by another. You could take the time to do the division
by hand to see if the result is a whole number, or you could simply memorize the shortcuts in the table below.
We recommend the table. Divisibility Rules All whole numbers are divisible by 1. This means you add up all
the digits of the original number. If that total is divisible by 3, then so is the number. For example, , is
divisible by 4 because 16 is divisible by 4. Examples include 0, , and â€” For example, , is divisible by 8
because is divisible by 8. If that total is divisible by 9, then so is the number. Since 9 is divisible by 9, is as
well. For example, 0, , and â€”20 are all divisible by Add every other digit starting with the leftmost digit and
write their sum. If the difference between the two sums is divisible by 11, then so is the original number. To
do this, we just started with the leftmost digit and added alternating digits. Finally, we take the difference
between these two sums: Zero is divisible by all numbers, including 11, so , is divisible by Factors A factor is
an integer that divides into another integer evenly, with no remainder. In other words, if is an integer, then b is
a factor of a. For example, 1, 2, 4, 7, 14, and 28 are all factors of 28, because they go into 28 without having
anything left over. Likewise, 3 is not a factor of 28 since dividing 28 by 3 yields a remainder of 1. The number
1 is a factor of every number. Some GRE problems may require you to determine the factors of a number. For
example, to factor The factors of 24 are therefore 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, and But prime numbers actually are
unique. They are the only numbers whose sole factors are 1 and themselves. More precisely, a prime number
is a number that has exactly two positive factors, 1 and itself. For example, 3, 5, and 13 are all prime, because
each is only divisible by 1 and itself. In contrast, 6 is not prime, because, in addition to being divisible by 1
and itself, 6 is also divisible by 2 and 3. Here are a couple of points about primes that are worth memorizing:
All prime numbers are positive. This is because every negative number has â€”1 as a factor in addition to 1
and itself. The number 1 is not prime. Prime numbers must have two positive factors, and 1 has only one
positive factor, itself. The number 2 is prime. It is the only even prime number. All prime numbers besides 2
are odd. In addition, you can determine whether a number is prime by using the divisibility rules listed earlier.
Estimate the square root of the number. Check all the prime numbers that fall below your estimate to see if
they are factors of the number. If no prime below your estimate is a factor of the number, then the number is
prime. Estimate the square root of the number: Check all the prime numbers that fall below 10 to see if they
are factors of Is 97 divisible by 2? No, it does not end with an even number. Is 97 divisible by 3? Is 97
divisible by 5? No, 97 does not end with 0 or 5. Is 97 divisible by 7? Therefore, 97 is prime. Of course, you
knew that already from familiarizing yourself with the prime numbers less than Prime Factorization Come on,
say it aloud with us: Then imagine if he knew how to do it. He would probably be governor of the entire
United States! A math problem may ask you to directly calculate the prime factorization of a number. To find
the prime factorization of a number, divide it and all its factors until every remaining integer is prime. The
resulting group of prime numbers is the prime factorization of the original integer. Want to find the prime
factorization of 36? It can be helpful to think of prime factorization in the form of a tree: The prime
factorization of could be found like so: Greatest Common Factor The greatest common factor GCF of two
numbers is the largest number that is a factor of both numbersâ€”that is, the GCF is the largest factor that both
numbers have in common. For example, the GCF of 12 and 18 is 6, because 6 is the largest number that
divides evenly into 12 and Put another way, 6 is the largest number that is a factor of both 12 and To find the
GCF of two numbers, you can use their prime factorizations. The GCF is the product of all the numbers that
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figure out their prime factorizations: The overlap of the two factorizations is 2 and 3. The product of the
overlap is the GCF. Multiples A multiple can be thought of as the opposite of a factor: If is an integer, then x
is a multiple of y. Less formally, a multiple is what you get when you multiply an integer by another integer.
For example, 7, 14, 21, 28, 70, and are all multiples of 7, because they each result from multiplying 7 by an
integer. Keep in mind that zero is a multiple of every number. Least Common Multiple The least common
multiple LCM of two integers is the smallest number that is divisible by the two original integers. For
example, to find the least common multiple of 10 and 15, we begin with their prime factorizations: Since 5
appears once in both factorizations, we need to include it once in our final product. The same goes for the 2
and the 3, since each of these numbers appears one time in each factorization. In other words, 30 is the
smallest number that is divisible by both 10 and Remember that the LCM is the least common multipleâ€”you
have to choose the smallest number that is a multiple of each original number. First, find the prime
factorizations: We have one 5 in our factorization of 60, but two 5s in our factorization of Order of Operations
What if you see something like this on the test: You basically have two choices. PEMDAS is an acronym for
the order in which mathematical operations should be performed as you move from left to right through an
expression or equation.
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